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For These Thy Gifts

• • •

by Gray

Y ash Elected
Tied
Position Polls Now Open

NFCCS Debaters Meet
Sunday In OLC To11rney
The Second Annual Regional Debate Tournament of the
Cincinnati Region of the NFCCS will be held Sunday, Mar. 5
at Our Lady of Cincinnati college.
The participating colleges are Our Lady of Cincinnati,
Dayton university, Villa Madonna college, Nazareth college,
and Xavier. The debating will begin at 1: 30 p.m. and will be followed by a banquet given by the
Edgecliff debaters. Xavier's representatives in the debates will
be Denny Murphy and Herc Ruether for the affirmative and Tom
McCoy and Bob Mulvaney for
the negative. A trophy will be
awarded to the winner, and the
presentation will be made by
Jerry Conrey at the banquet. The
debates themselves will be open
to the public.
On Mar. 18, t.hc Cincinnati Regional Congress will be held at
Marian college in Indianapolis.
The theme of the Congress is
"The Holy Year-A Call to the
Student to be the Protagonist of
Christ."
The main point of consideration will be the changes in the
Regional Constitution. The nine
special interest panel groups will
make their reports and resolutions will be drawn up.
The purpose of these p a n e 1
groups is to encourage cooperation for the benefit of the students concerned and ultimately of
the N F C C S. This Congress is

U~

Victory Mass

The Sodality will sponsor a
Victory M a s s on Thursday
morning Mar. 9, the tlay of the
UC game.
Let's all back the team for
an upset win over the Bearcats.
Fill Bellarmine Chapel-next
Thursday-Mar. 9-7 :45 Mass.

No.15
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open to all students, and their
active participation is encouraged. A bus will be chartered for
all students of Cincinnati area
schools.
Following this regional congress, the NFCCS will . hold a
National Congress in Pittsburgh
from Apr. 11 to 15. ·This congress
is also open to all students.
Last Saturday was Mission Day
at Mount St. Joseph college. Edna
Rose Conaty was in charge of the
meeting, the purpose of which
was to stimulate interest in missionary work. The high point of
the clay was an address by Msgr.
John E. Kuhn in which he pointed out that everyone is a missionary whether he is called to
active service or merely to pray.
A meeting was held last Sunday at Our Lady of Cincinnati to
make plans for May Day. Bob
Marquard, prefect of Xavier's Sodality, was chairman. It is expected that this year's May Day
will be similar to last year's.

Bring Wa111p11111See Picture Show
"Drums Along_ The Mohawk"
will be the featured film Sunday
evening, Mar. 5, in South Hall
as the Campus Committee continues their policy of campus entertainment for dorm students.
According to Ed Nock, president of the organization, show
time is 7: 30 p.m. Admission is
15 cents.

A Student Council eleclion
which featured no muss and no
fuss named Jack Glaser and Tom
Yash to the vacated council seats.
A mild turn-out of Freshmen
voters put Paul Sweeney and
Dave Hils in a deadlock for
Freshmen class president.
The Election Board, headed by
George Clayton, made sure that
the election was run off in strict
accordance with the Student
Council constitution. Special attention was given to the rules
on polling area and registration.
The entire hallway outside Bellarmine Chapel was designated as
the polling areu, within which no
vote solicitalion was allowed.
Each voter was required to be
a registered member of his class,
and had to sign a registration
sheet.
Jack Glaser garnered 121 votes
while Tom Yash received 85
votes.
Still another election will be
necessary to decide the Student
Council president. John Hiltz,
senior class president, is acting
as president pro-tem. A final
election will be helcl this week
to determine which one of the
three remaining officers, Glaser,
Yash, or Clayton, will step into
the role of president, l which .the
graduation of Jim Charles recently vacated.
Only 76 members of a freshman class of approximately 400
men voted. Paul Sweeney and
Dave Hils each received 23 votes
to enter a deadlock for first place.
Tom Lyons ran a close third
with 20 votes. Another election
will be held, along with the final
senior election, to decide the
Freshman class president.

Council Pro1uotes
Moonlit Cruise;
Treasury Swells
A moonlight excursion on the
Ohio river aboard the steamship
Avalon will be sponsored by Student Council on Tuesday, May 2,
it was revealed at Council's meeting on Monday, Feb. 20. Herc
Ruether, sophomore class vicepresiclent has been named chairman of the affair. Ruether announced that tickets would be
available at $1.00 per person in
the. very near future.
President pro-tern John Hiltz
offered hearty congratulations to
Jim Keefe and his Junior Prom
committee on a very well-run
Junior Prom. Keefe announced
that the approximate profit realized from the dance was $150.00,
thereby bringing council's treasury up to a new high of $205.00.
Elections Board Ch air ma n
George Clayton announced the
following results of last Friday's
elections: seniors; Jack Glaser
and Tom Yash. Freshmen; a tie
for first between Paul Sweeney
and Dave Hils with 23 votes
apiece, followed by Tom Lyons
with 20 votes. A total of only
76 freshmen voted, according to
Clayton, and· there were three
more ballots than signatures accounted for. This Clayton attributed to some poll-worker's
mistake.

Fo1• Balloting

Clef Cl11]J To11r
Of 13 Co11certs
Ope11s To11igl1t

Elections are being helcl to<lay aml tomorrow, Frillay Mar.
3 to fill the vacant offices of
S t u cl e n t Council presiclent,
'l'hc Clef Club list of concerts
Chairman of the Athletic Boarcl, as prepared by Gene Driscol,
and Prcsiclcnt of the Freshman business manager, includes some
Class.
13 engagements with several still
Cancliclates for the office of in the tentative stage.
Presiclent of Stuclent Council
A concert at Villa Madonna
arc Jack Glaser and Tom Yash, Academy, Covington, Ky., tonight
the winners of last week's Sen- at 8 p.m. will open the series.
ior elections. Samly Desantis aml Back on the schedule are the
Ben Allen are hopefuls for the annual Hotel Alms concert, the
Athletic Boarcl post, and in the swing through Kentucky to the
Freshman Class election, neces- girl's colleges, and the Spring
sitated by a tic in last week's Concert and Dance May 19, at
elections, Dave Hits and Paul the Netherland Plaza.
Sweeney will square off for the
The concerts and their elates
title.
are as follows: Our Lady of
The polls will be open from Cincinnati college, Mar. 8; Hotel
8:30 a.m. to 4:30 p.m. both clays. Alms, Mar. 19; Good 'Samaritan
hospital, Mar. 21; Portsmouth,
Mar. 24; Mount St. Joseph collegc,Mar. 30; Middletown, Apr.
26; Nazareth college, Ursuline
college and Nazareth college and
academy, May 11; and two engagements in Louisville, May 12;
Sp r i n g Concert and Dance,
John Hiltz, pre::.ident of the May 19.
Senior Class, last week named
Paul Scherer chairman of the
Senior Ball. Scherer in turn has
appointed the heads of the various committees planning the annual affair, scheduled this year
Initial plans were revealed
for Friday, May 5.
this week for the annual VerAccording to Scherer the com- kamp D e b at e by Philip F.
mittee chairmen are Charles Ho- Scharper, instructor in English
gan, Jr., publicity; Don Schuer- and mocleratur of the Philopedian
man, reservations; Frank Kurle- Society. According to endeavors
man, music; Dick Geiger, tickets; now underway this year's forGene Friedman, intermission en- ensic tussle will be viewed over
tertainment; Bill Reinhardt, dec- a local television station.
orations and Leo Kreinbihl,
The topic to be discussed is
favors.
Re sol vecl: "That The Federal
The chairmen met for the first Government Should Nationalize
time Wednesday, Mar. 1 in order All Basic Non-Agricultural Into discuss and coordinate the var- dustries.
Last year's winner was Larry
ious activities of the dance comKane, now a senior.
mittees.

Co1n1nittee Men
Appointed By lliltz
For Senior Ball

Verkan1p Debate
To Be Televised

Ne,v Co1111seli11g Service Helps
Grads Pick~ Work~, Fi11d Posts
"in order to assist students in vocational as well as moral,
spiritual, and cultural development, Xavier University is
estab,lishing a student guidance and placement center" Fr.
J. Peter Buschmann, S.J., assistant dean, announced Monday.
The function of the center will be to determine the student's
abilities and particular talents
and attempt to find an op~n.ing
for which he seems best quahf1ed.
The office of the center will be
located in Room 101 on the first
floor of Hinkle Hall. Fr. Buschmann will serve as director of
the project and will be assisted
by two officers. Frank L. Luken,
instructor in economics, will act
as Placement Officer, while the
duties of Guidance Officer will
be performed by Dr. Ignatius A.
Hamel, associate professor of education. ·
Fr. Buschmann said that the
elate of opening of the center will
be announced on the bulletin
board, and added that the office
hours of the center would also be
made known. He added that a
convocation of all seniors would
be called on Wednesday, Mar. 8,
at 1:30 in Room 47 for the purpose of explaining more fully the
bureau's operation and methods.

IDate

Announced
For Oratoricals

The annual Washington Oratorical Contest will be held
Thursday evening, Apr. 20, in
South Hall, according to Philip
Scharper, instructor in English
and moderator of the affair.
All students in the University
arc eligible to compete. Dates for
preliminary try-outs, which consist of a five minute speech, will
be posted on all bulletin boards
and in the News in the near
future. Final orations must be of
10 minute duration.
James· Glenn, Jr., son of James
P. Glenn, Sr. followed in his
father's footsteps and took first
prize last year. Glenn S~., winner
in 1925, is a former director of
the Xavier Masque Society and
faculty member.
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• . Freshman Fiasco .

,, Make Lent W orthwliile

L

n Ash Wednesday, the Catholic world enO
tered its annual season of penance amid
resolutions to give up smoking ("I've been

ast Thursday and Friday 76 hardy individuals QUt of the 400 members of the class of
1953 struggled to the polls to cast their votes
in the Freshman elections. Really, we hardly
know what to say about this mass turnout.
Why, there weren't even as many workers at
the polls as there were voters! Either the freshmen are to be congratulated or Council is to
be reprimanded for upsetting the usuaJ ratio
of one voter per three poll-workers.
Student apathy is a frequent topic of reproach in college editorial columns; and the
blame is usually placed on the shoulders of
the class officers. What about last semester's
freshmen councilmen? When these men call
repeated metings and manage to attract six
or less of their classmates, they must be exonerated from all blame. In fact, they should
probably be congratulated for sticking out
their hopeless and fruitless terms of office.
Is the News at fault? Have we failed to fulfill our role of pink-pated potentate ·in dispensing advice? We have run editorials, news
stories, and feature stories on the indifference
of the freshmen, have called them every printable bad name, an\} they still persist in their
comfortabl lethargy.
The veterans have often come under fire
for their lack of interest in "kid-stuff'; college
affairs. But Xavier's veterans have shown a
willingness that must be judged worthy of
subway alumni when it is compared with the
complete indiffrence of this year's freshmen.
There are only two courses that can possibly
be suggested now. Either the freshmen should

trying to quit for weeks now, so ... "), candy
("My doctor told me I'd have to lose twenty
pounds in the next two mon1)ls ..."), or ·
movies ("Most of the tripe that Hollywood's
turning out riow isn't worth seeing anyhow
. . ."). The grind will be on until Holy SaturBy Fred NewbiU
day, when all the penitents will emerge,
strained by their efforts and somewhat disgruntled at life in general.
. • Xavier Acquires A. Psychology Club; Letter To The Proper
Let it be understood at the outset that we Authority; Correction, and Other Things.
are not advocating the overthrow of orthodox
• •• • • •
doctrine; we are fully in favor of Lenten sacriRobert Fox, who takes course with me, came up the other
fices-but of a slightly different type than is
customary. Instead of resolving to do without day and asked how the psychology department could get some
the same luxury for six weeks in succession, publicity for a club it is sponsoring. "You fellows might blow
which results either in broken resolutions or up Hinkle Hall-that would get some space," I thought, not
. general disgruntlement, why not try
new saying it aloud·for fear tl~ey would do it't
approach? It takes willpower to forego one
How about, I suggested audibly, - - - - - - - - - - - - - pleasure for a week's time, but the strain isn't meeting, compiling a list of officliamsburg Green and mottled
enough to sour a man's outlook on life.
ers and sending it in. Promising
Setting a new goal every week and adhering to do that, he dropped a hint that brick were slapped upon South
strictly to that goal is much better than stumb- they w e r e thinking of testing Hall's pale surface as the initial
ling from one lapse to another throughout the · prospective officers to see if they step to building the Pioneer Room
. . . Will some math major
whole season, and it will add much more in- were psychologically fit to rule.
please announce how much of it
terest for the individual penitent. If you're
Well, a little later Fox let it be
having trouble keeping up your iron will, try known that Otis V. Schulte had was covered in putting up the
knotty pine? . . . Denny Barron,
this method and see how it works.
been made temporary chairman

a

secretary of the junior class,
of the group.
should be in good shape for track
quietly disband and go off to sell Super-Suds
"Hello, Otis," I said a little latfrom tloor-to-door, or they should be soundly er, "what is the psychology club soon as his first period class is
in the Armory, his second back
spanked and sent home to mother for some doing of note?"
·
in
civilization, then back to the
more seasoning.
"It is starting."
Armory, and (yep) across the
"Wonderful. And you are the .road again . . . And now, if yougreat man heading the group?"
will pardon- the rush, rm off to
"Yes. I am, in fact, Dr. Freud." grab a UC ducat.
(Another voice) "You look like
Dr. Freud."
"Heavens! Do I look that bad?"
Yes, it begins to look like an
interesting· cl~b.
Register" that she were, and 2
Those still reading wUl now
couldn't decide.
find that we are taking up anNobody seems to care particuother
larly how much money the other
Subject: Armory
party has, for out of 276 people
To: Sidney F. Dunn, PMS&T
of both sexes, only 12 said they
Loyola University, Calif. (JC1. My opinion, though not parwere concerned enough about it
ticularly important, is that the .NA). With the goal of making
not to marry a person whose
The ~ews feels that it is high Armory is as fine a building of Loyola the Catholic writing ceneconomic state was not as com- time so1)1ebody got to the .bottom its type asanywhere.found.
ter· in the United States the adfortable as their own. The old oJ this 1 "Emil Schmidter" busi2. But there are· no provisions ministration has introduced this
idea of the masculine superiority ness. Who is he? What's he been fo one to hang his coat.
year a complete eourse in Comcomplex also receives a knock in up to?
3. Can anything be done about munications, with the students
the head when we read that 139
Well, the story goes something that?
having the opportunity of majorout of 251 men said they would like this: this guy named
(signed) F. J. Newbill, WTC• . ing in this rapidly growing
definitely marry a girl regarded Schmidter first arrested the pub- "' Writer of This Column.
field.
as "smarter" than they, while lic ear during one of Cincinnati's
Some of the country's foremost
only 65 still would like to wear best loved disc jockey's afterThose acquainted with the mat- talent in the field has been enthe intellectual pants, if no others. noon TV show. When said plat- ter know that Capital university listed and will lecture here durForty-seven of the gents button- ter-pilot's "hello girl" handed is spelled -tal, not -tol. Sorry.
ing the year. Loyolans consider
holed said, "No comment."
him the telephone and a bewildtheir geographical position, in the
*
*
*
ered expression at the same
Age No Barrier
Random Thoughts • • • Twenty- heart of the entertainment world,
Lest we should stamp the late time, he registered all the usual six gallons of chartreuse, Wil- as a definite advantage.
0allyhoo in the tabloids to the · facial contortions of the doubleUnde.r the direction of Paul
effect that women are making a take before repeating over the the terrible fracas which followed Blackburn, field trips will be
swing toward older men as the TV' waves the Teutonic flavored when Emil began to jaw wildly held to give the student an inbase efforts of yellow journalism comments which were cascading at another guest while the show sight into the workings of the
to sell papers, these figures in from the other end of the was on the air everyone. began radio, t e 1 e vision and movie
line.
should exonerate those who have
to wish most heartily that Emil studios. Students enrolled in the
Achtcng !
proposed that thesis. For out of
had never strayed from his program will be closely associat.25 women asked whether they
ed with the work done on the
"Your name is what? ... Emil Sauer kraut patch.
would marry an older man, all Schmidter?'.' he repeated. "You
So what do you make of it all? university's radio station; KLU.
25 voiced a resounding "YES!" are not long in this country and Is Emil Schmidter a real live
Included in the list of lecturers
No question about it; not one you d~n't see much the tele- p_erson from the land of schnapps signed for he coming year are
even expressed a doubt as to vision and you live in the Auburn and vienerschnitzels or is it that the Rev. Patrick Peyton, C.S.C.,
whether an older man would be Mt.?" After a few more minutes Friedmann and Vester know Bob Fennell, Stephen McNally
more likely to make her exercise of this sort of thing the bewild- more than they are saying?
and Tom Lewis.
her ogling powers.
ered disc-jockey hung up the
The socioligical import of these phone and sighed into the TV
figures has yet to be determined, cameras, "That guy wasn't kidt>
Xavier Unfverstfy, March 2, 1950, weekly except during vacation period. Vol.
and while we know that compar- din'."
XXXIV No. 15, Xavier University, Hamilton County, Clnnclnatl, Ohio, Evanston.
About
a
week
later,
news
of
isons are odious and that statistics
1:50 per year. Entered as second class matter October 4, 11146. at the Poat
Office at Cincinnati, Ohio, under the Act · of March 3, 1879,
are the things which all lies hope Emil Schmidter's activities startSubscription $1:5o per year.
some day to become, these things ed turning up in the College
seem to be undeniably true: That columns of the Cincinnati Post
Member
some people are going to be and Times-Star. On ·Saturday of
Jesuit
College
Newspaper Au'n.
lonely, that the futures of Eliza- the same week, Gene Friedmann,
Aaoelatecl
Colleslate
Prem
M.C.
on
the
"Xavier
Presents"
beth Taylor and Peter Lawford
TV
show,
got
a
call
from
Emil
The
Catholic
School
Prea
Am'a.
are secure, that nobody c a r e s
about money and it will there- during the program. The followlntercollestate Collere PHii
fore become obsolete, and that ing week Wink Vester sponsored
Ohio Collere Newspaper Au'n.
"South Pacific" will show a profit a contest on the "Campus
EDITOR-JN-CRIEF ........................................~ ...•...;............................... l.oal• A. Bannlns Ir 'llO
as long as Ezio Pinza's hair is Round-Up," which he and Ruth
BUSINESS MANAGEJl .••............ ~ .................................................................... lorry BaU~ran:' 'llO
Voss broadcast weekly, and the
grey.
MANAGING IEDITOR................................................................................................Tlm Dowd '31
Aw•oclale EdH11r1 ....................................Tom Galla1ber, Fred Newblll, Dan 1iellwertman.
winner turned out to be none
SPORTS EDITOR ..............................................................................................................llm Keefe, 'Ill
other than Emil himself.
Evenlnr Collere Edltor ....................................................................................................Lllrry Barker

MANY IMPEDIMENTS UNEARTHED,
BUT BOYS, GIRLS STILL CLICK
Query Shows What Students
Want In Prospective Mates
By Tom Lyom
If you don't have a pleasant,
agreeable personality,. you have
only one chance in 108 of finding
a marriage partner!
This rather disturbing little bit
of information is part of the data
unearthed by Mr. C. Glynn
Fraser of the Sociology Department in a questionnaire submitted
to four of his classes in Marriage and the Family. Mr. Fraser
administered the ··test to two of
his classes at the Day College,
which were both composed of all
male members, and then took the
same set of queries down to the
Evening College and received the
female slant. A comparison of the
two sets of answers reveals some
enlightening facts about what
college men and women do and
do not like in their prospective
marriage partners.
'
For example: the old adage
that "men seldom make passes
at girls who wear glasses" adds
weight to itself when a quick
inspection of the figures show
that, out of 217 querried, 102
male students said that they
would not marry a physically
unattractive girl and only 54
said they would, with 51 refusing
to say yes or no. The girls are
about evenly divided on this subject. Out of 25 asked, 11 said. they
would definitely hold out for a
dashing Adonis, 10 said they
weren't concerned with looks
either way, and 4 said they would
wait till the occasion arose and
decide on the spot.

Social Position
The findings reveal that, while
men don't concern themselves
with the social position of the
girl's family, the fair sex attach
a rather heavy comparative
worth to the question of whether
the boy's is "beneath' hers. Out
of 205 men questioned, 173 said
they would marry a girl from a
family of inferior social position,
only 23 said they would not, and
9 refused to testify. The girls,
however, disagree. Again 25 were
asked; and of these, 13 said they
wanted a social equal at least, 10
allowed that they'd marry a man
even if he were not in the "Social

Man Or Myth.?

Elusive Emil
Defies Search

New Courses
Introduced At
J c·N A School

Xautrr 1tnturrstt.u Nrms

II

Dons Add Grad School

University of San Francisco,
Calif. (JCNA) for the first time
in this school's history students
began work on graduate degrees
last semester.
Under the Rev. John H. Martin,
S.J., Ph.D., the graduate division
began operation in Sept.

Emil Again

.

The crowning glory of Emil's
career came to pass last week.
Vester had plans to interview the
regular cast of· the "Xavier Presents" show. However, just before. program time, ve·ster found
that Emil was again numbered
among the studio audience.

Starr Membera ••...................... Don Sa•nden, Dan Solon, Tom MeG•lre, Pa•I Bll•or•
Jack Cade, Mike Kearney, Bill Lehman, Tom Lyon1, Georse lle•lns, lllaarlao
Mo11re, Charles Nolan, Fred Flwbor, lobn Connely, Al llloHr, Wallor Vem&or.
Chief Pbotosrapber..................................., ..........•...................•................................. Don Darbro, •a
Pboto1rapher1 ............................ Dlok Bernlns, Pa& Glee.on, Bob 8cblanHr, Paal Vollr.
Cartnonlsl ......................................................................................................................................Tom Gray
Bu1lne11 Starr........................................ Pa& KlaUe, Bob Scblldmeyor, Ralph Bollmoyor..
Sporl1wrlters........................ ludo Hl11, Frank 8ommorkamp, lack 8ebrooiler; llm
8aHen, loe SUne, Jim O'Connell, Gene Hipp, Stan lfalnem.
Faealty Editorial Ailvlmor....................................................aev. Vle&er c. 1&1cllHb•lte, 1.1.
FACULTY ADVl80a..............................................................................................1 ..., .. I.Ink, Ir.
(The views and opinions a11 expre1111Cd by various feature writer•, columnlata and
1ueat wrlten do not neceHarlly ••PHH &be olflclal oplnl•n• of tbo Xavier Unlvor•
slty Administration, Matters of omctal nature appearlni: In the "News" will be so
designated.)
·
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Masque S_oir~e
Considers May
Stage Offering
Tuesday night, Feb. 28, the
Masque Society held its first
meeting of the second semester
in its new quarters in South Hall
to consider plans for the remainder of the year. It was announced
at that time by Victor L. Dial,
director, that two plays are being
considered for the group's second
semester production. Dial re-

Dial · Decides "Dulcy"
Late word from Victor L.
Dial, Director, today revealed
that "Dulcy" by George Kauffman has been selected for the
Masquers next production. He
also stated that initial tryouts
·have been tentatively scheduled
for Sunday evening, Mar. 12.
Production dates are not set
but will be sometime around
May 12.
vealed that the society will stage
either "Song Out Of Sorrow" or
"Dulcy."
"Song Out Of Sorrow," by
Felix Dougherty, is an original
based on - the life of Francis
Thompson, the author of the
well-known re 1 i g i o us poem,
"Hound of Heaven." The other
-possibl echoice, "Dulcy," a modern comedy by George Kaufman,
was made famous on the stage
a number of years ago by the
great Lynn Fontaine.
At the meeting Dial also stated
that the casting date for the
Masque Society's next production
would be announced in the near
future. He added that rehearsals
would begin as soon as the close
of the Bellarmine Players' spring
production permitted the use of
the theatre in South Hall.

St. Louis U Set
To Combat Cancer
St. Louis University, Mo., (JCNA) .-Feder a 1 and Private
grants totalling more than $700,000 were received by the university for medical research recently, including $625,000 for the con:struction 'Jf c a n c e r resl'.arch
facilities.

New Office, New Staff, Saine Olcl Joh

Thio sum represents appmxi-

Dance Plans Underway ;
Committee Debates Locale

UC To Host Annual
OCNA Convention

Birthdays
•

-

.
Jim Hogan, Xavier Freshman
who celebrated his birthday on
Feb. 24, is the latest to receive
the birthday gift carton· of
Chesterfields. Birthdays of students occurring before the next
issue of the NEWS include the
following. Ralph Schwarz, Mar.
3; William Deitsch, M~r. 4;
Gustave Bahr, Mar. 7; Paul
Hartlaub, Mar. 8; Ray Riestenber; Mar. 11; Lucian Placke,
Mar. 15; Jerry Fagel, Mar. 16.

Atop Cincinnati'•
Historic Music Hall

I

R:,;. , LLMAN'S
· ,
~Mid

SJR££j FLOOR
VIN£ AND OPERA PLACE

r

SAL C
AfaJ,

e,,o44 -TOILETRIES

FOR MEN! SAVE FROM 60% · TO 80%
SHAVING STICK
1.25

AFTER - SHAVE LOTION
3 oz. 1.50
8 oz. 2.50.
COLOGNE WATER
3 oz. 1.75
8 oz. 3.50

.59"
.79"

MEN'S TALCUM
l .50

.29:.f.

and Bis

Fun - Surprlzes - Prizes

RES ERV AT I 0 N S --- C H 3 0 8 _6

',.:

.59:(.

AFTER SHAVE POWDER
2.50

.59'°

HAIR DRESSING
8 oz. 2.50

.49:t-

:(. Plus Federal Tax

Wiier• 'I'll• JllaUoa'• 'J'op Banda Play Eacll lalurday Aad Buad&J' Bn•lal

Orchestra

.29'°

AFTER SHAVE CREAM
3 oz. 1.50
8 oz . 2.50

SHAVING BO'WL
1.75

Tony Pastor

Scoop! Only at Rollman's

MANUFACTURER'S
SURPLUS STOCK OF FAMOUS

MEN'S DEODORANT
3 oz. l .50
8 oz. 2.50

Sun.BY&

IRC To Attend
Three-College
Parley Mar. 6

Xavier's International Relations Club will participate in a
joint meeting of IRC clubs at
Our Lady of Cincinnati college
on Mar. 6. Three other schools
besides Xavier will take part.
They are Our Lady of Cincinnati,
Mount St. Joseph, and Villa Madonna. Each school will designate a student speaker. Xavier's
representative is Frank Walsh.
Plans are now being formulated for sending a delegation from
Xavier to the Ohio Valley Conference of IRC clubs. This meeting will take place at Wilberforce college in Xenia, Ohio.
Several noted authorities will
address the assemblage, and after
this five panel groups will be
formed to discuss various points
of international affairs. One of
these groups will discuss the advisability of recognizing Communist China. The dates of this
conference are Mar. 17 and 18.
A new commission on international relations will be incorporated into the NFCCS this
semester according to an anThe above picture shows the members of the 195ll Annual staff in their new office on the third
nouncement made this week by
floor of the Union Building. Seated (). to r.) are Jack Davis, Bob Buse and Jerry Weber. Standing Charles Wobbe. The purpose is
are editor Paul Bleumle and Jim Glenn.
-Photo by Berning to insure cooperation among the
different IRC clubs of the CinAnnual Crew Steps Up
cinnati region schools. Villa Madonna college has been awarded ·
Work; Deadline Loon1s
the chairmanship of this comPaul Bluemle and his six man
mission..
crew have stepped up their already hurried pace in order to Ernie Bernhardt To Play possibly some of Xavier's own
put the Annual back on its or- For Post•Lenten Affair talent will perform during the
.
intermission according to the
iginal schedule. As of now the
The Frosh-Soph Hop, first of present plans of the dance comAnnual is one week behind
The annual convention of the
the many social events sche?uled. mittee.
schedule in some· de.partments. to take place after Lent, will be
Committee m e m b e r s under Ohio College .rfewspaper Associabut the lost time will be made held Apr. 21 from 9 p.m. to 1 a.m. chairman Tully are Tom Smith, tion will be held thi~ year at the
Location for the aff~ir is still Herc Reuther, Jack Stechshulte, University of Cincinnati Apr. 28
up before the week is out.
Dave Hils, Dan S o 1 o n, Paul and 29. This information was reThe senior pages and the foot- being considered.
Ernie Bernhardt and- his or- Sweeney and Bill Charles. Tick- ceived last week from Lou Bunball writeups have been completed. Each page of the Annual chestra have been engaged by ets will sell for $2.25 and may be ning, editor of the News and
is completely laid out, but the dance committee chairman Tom purchased from any of these men chairman of the program comcontents still remain top secret. Tully to provide the "sweet and or at the University bookstore. mittee.
Bunning and his committee,
The journalistic department is solid" at the annual underclass- Ducat sales will be limited to
which includes 'l'im Dowd, Tom
taken care of by Jack Davis, men get-together. Maestro Bern- 350 couples.
Gallagher and Jack Cade, are
writing sports, Jim Glenn, school hardt and his crew have filled
St. Francis Xavier once re- cooperating with the host comactivities, and Jerry Weber does many engagements at Moonlight
the non-college groups such as Gardens, Cincinnati's well known marked of the "Spiritual Exer- mittee at UC, under the general .
the Alumni and the Booklover's summer dance spot at Coney cises" of St. Ignatius: "It has chairman of the convention, Sam
'converted mare souls than it con~ Shapiro, former editor of the UC
Club. Bob Buse is ·handling the Island.
News-Record.
The music of a threesome and tains letters."
theme.

mately one-sixth of a total of
one-half million dollars appro-1
priated under a labor-federal
security act for ·grarits to nonfederal institutions. It is the largest single grant ever received by
the university for research purposes.
For teaching and research in
heart disease the medical school
received from two sources approximately ninety-six thousand
dollars. The larger, $48,980, was
a federal grant and the second,
for $46,816, came from the National Heart Institute.
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Hirt Hoopsters ··Hope To Redeem
Themselves In Intra-City Tussle
_By Jim· Keefe

MUSKETEERS UPSET
Flf-'VORE·
D ROCKETS
t
BOW TO HERD- 'CATS

In the last Athletes' Feats column of Feb. 16 we made a statement which we would like to clear up right away. In connection with - _
the poor won-lost record of the xavier basketball team, we wrote
that Capt. Art Morthorst could tell his grandchildren that he captained the best (in 1947-48) and also the worst (this year) Xavier

te~at we meant was in a statistical manner. The 1947-48 crew

_

'

1

~

·

-.

'"Toled: NIT Ambitions
Jolted In 5343 Loss

grabbed 24 wins while dropping eight and went to the NAIB tourney.
This ~ear's team had, before their wonderful victory over Toledo, a Swi1111ning
c..'1ance to tie for the most games lost by a Musketeer five.
Students are urged to attend
- Among the many persons who misinterpreted this was our own tbe Xavier-Louisville swimbasketball coach, Lew Hirt. Reading it as it was written, it appeared mhlg meet on Mar. 13 at the
that this writer was rapping the play of the team, as a whole, over Central YMCA. Capacity is 300
the season as a whole. This was not and never will be our intention. spectators and pass book eon- It is true that in some ·games the Muskies 1ooked bad· but anyone pon No. 23 will be good for
who saw the boys play in the first Western-Kentucky game, or the student admission.
Holy Cross game, or the game down in Louisville or either of the 1_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
Kentucky _games but esi>ecially the Lexington thriller would know
that this is not the worst basketball team in history.
- In the years to come people will remember nnd recall the _xavier
sports teams of the past and when the 1949-50 basketball team lS mentioned, the honest comment can be given: It didn't have a very good
-record, but the~ was a REAL ballclub.
Coach Hirt said he didn't mind the daily papers or the News
rapping the boys if they deserved it but he couldn't see where it
could be said that this team was Xavier's worst. The big man from
Hamilton stated that he would rather play a tough schedule like this
season's and try to get the boys some credit than play a .Padded
schedufe of-pushovers. You are so right, Coach.
• • • • •
With the last basketball game over for the Musketeers in the
fieldhouse this season, how about a gross of rose!! for Gil Maringer
and his band?This group thrilled thousands of fans during the football season and continued to present their fine programs before and
during the basketball games. Its rendition of Xavier for Aye just
before the start of each basketball game sends real thrill chills up
a person's back.
Bob Alston
While on the musical side of the basketball programs, how about - - - - - - - - - - - - a big bouquet of some kind to Prof. Joe Link, Jr. and Bob Ort for
their organ contributions and for Don Steltenkamp's vocals?
111

Meet

Clutch Man Bob
Set For Big Game

Fros'• Cagers
•
·• .
Cliff Wilke, the only Xavier athlete to play both football and Snap Streak
basketball this year, now a one sport man.. The chunky lad from
BamiltOn with the wide grin and wider waist has turned in his bas- B
33 32 W •
ketball uniform for the grid togs. He
working with the gridders
Y
•
in
who started drills Wednesday.

..

is

is

• • • • •

By Frank Sommerkamp

1

Coach Lew Hirt adduces "decided
improvement in team play and
the eradication of a defeatist attitude" as the reason for the Musketeers rejuvenated play in upsetting Toledo while losing to
Marshall and Kentucky.
Saturday night's reversed decision over highly-favored Toledo marked the Blue and White•smuch desired peak, strived for
after sluggish mid-season performances. It was another team
victory over the Rockets as eight
players contributed to the 5348 win, thus ending a two game
losing streak.
On the other hand, the "upstaters" were not completely outshown. Toledo's center, Cal Christensen kept the 2,100 Fieldhouse
fans on the edge of their seats
with each and every one of his
21 tallies.
Hirt pointed out that factors
collaborating_ to place his cagers
in this dismayed condition are
evident, namely: the "toughest
schedule" in Xavier's hoop history, an over-abundance of inju-
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Trio In Swan Song

Musketeers Underdogs In Annual
Battle With Bearcats At Garden
By Joe Stine
Lew Hirt's Musketeer cagers will travel out to Cincinnati
Garden Mar. 9 to tussle with the University of Cincinnati
Bearcats in their final game of an up-and-down season. A victory over the McMicken crew will bring forgiveness for Xavier's mid-season slump and can close the hoop campaign in
- - - - - - - - - - - - - a blaze of glory.
The Bearcats have just returned from an eastern trip where
they crushed over-rated Long
Island to t h e consternation of
New York sports scribes and then
took one on the chin from LaSalle.
The Muskies, who have been
recently rebounding from the defeat doldrums, 'threw quite a
scare into Kentucky at Le~g
ton last .week and then refumed
to M~morial Fieldhouse· Saturday
night to surprise Toledo's tournament-bound Zippers and break
their nine-game winning_ streak.
Coach John Wiethe has a dangerous fast break with a team-full
of slick-passing basketballers. But
with no "goon" to give the Bearcats controf of the boards, the
Hirtmen's slow break may succeed in bridling UC's racehorses.
Wiethe will probably have Al
Rubenstein and Joe Luc hi at
guards, Dick Dallmer and Ralph
Bob Dean
Richter at forwards, and Jim Hol. stein at center when the initial
buzzer sounds;
Hirt's ever-changing first five
will probably include Hoffer,
Dean, and M<irthorst on the outside with Korb and Cady m the
pivots.

Chicago Kid
Ready For 'Cats

.JIM

~&

Korb, Alston
High Scorers;
ries, and furthermore, vital ineligibilities. This accounts largely
for the Musketeer's unattractive Hoffer Third
9-~e::~~.attempted to make

L t Minute Lona Shot
as
"
I
By Donovan Does t

~~r~ii:ur:::~: the

l\lermen Split
of the ~~kie scor~g parade Two• Gird For
after baggmg 47 points m the
' ,
p
last five contests.The big pivot Another
air
Dick

top

AGGl?ESSIVto
13ALL

no alibi for the c'.11amitous sea~on
HANDLER
•
has b een
so far, b.ut exclaimed that losing
award wmner
_ 'Die mueh awaited Legion of. Honor
8eleeted. aeeordinr to Al Stephan. xaVier's athletic director. The
by a mere one or two goals to
awud is presented to a .Xavier athlete. (usually a football player)
By Jim O'Connell
teams like Holy Cross and West- ace has .a 194 point total for 23
Paul Hartlaub's Xavier swim_.__ m__.ts it by his outstall"'•-- abill... linked. witb the attributes A long shot by Bill Donovan, ern Kentucky exe.rts a decided tilts. Bob Alston holds .down .
.
.
t•
.....
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•i7
aff t
th t
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Second place With -187 points ID ID!~ team SWlngS mtO aC !On
er a ceDtieman and scholar. Mueh sPeculation bas been made around his only field goal of the night, ec on e e~m s mor e.
t t Th b. ge t jump of again tomorrow when they take
tlae ampnB as to whieh man (or men) IUDODf the five__senior foot- coming with 15 seconds left, enAlthough dropping two of their 24 con es s.
e 1~ s
on the Indianapolis 4.c. in
'ballers would ret the tap.
·
.
..
·
_
abled the Xavier Freshmen to last three encounters, the X- ?-11 was m~e by ~il! H~~~er. w~~ Indianapolis.
_
1~
0 .
'Die lUUUl1U1CeJ11ent of the winner (or winners) will be made at eke out a 33-32 win over the squad has returned to a "spoiler" increased 5 tot
In their last outing the Xavier
..__ auspicious oeeasion in the near future". Stephan menb'lrned Friars Club and thus break a position, usually credited to Xav- gdames. Tdh5e9 sh~rpts~oot5mgg g:Sa~~ mermen bowed to th~ University
either a eominr student eonvoeation or the basketball banquet as three game losing streak. Huck ier by the larger powerhouse 'lfg- alivanb~et thipodin s in . tham cage of Louisville, 40-35, at the Y.M.m o D r p1ace
c m B
tile aeene of the presentation.
· Budde was high scorer f or th e greg at..10ns.
d m
Art eM rt C.A. in the Falls City on Fe!). 24..
_
• • • • •
Little Muskies with nine markers.
Things appeared brighter 'for rhace.t .follb eanl an b h. d 0 'th- Tom Campbell and Gus Diehl
rt
d
F
b
·
ors do ow c ose
e mecf w1 ran one-two m
. the 50 yd. free
·
lo
·
We have seen some terrible basketball f _ors in our young 1 e The contest was playe on e . the Evanston hadwood art1Sts
. t
1
8
but the "fioor" the Muskies were forced to play on against Marshall 25 as the prelim for the Xavier- when they almost corraled Mar- 16Than M159
l1ki po~ s res~ :J.e
style event while Bob Satzger
in Huntington takes the stale cake. The place where the game was Toledo tilt.
shall's Thundering Herd at West
t et ~ ct~:- avethp ay onre and Fred Reid pulled off the
held was called Radio Center (a glamorous name). It was actually a -_ The three setbacks sustained Va. Pacing _X's a~ck, Bill Hoffer condedes ~ m. ~ 1~': ·n e f n --~ same trick in the_#)O yd. free
ro~'<~kating rink so <Ol>:.talrty and unpblishe~:hat a grade scho<l!:by the Wulkmt'-1'\vere all-on f_ ct.. teamed w'ith DlciL' Korb for ~3 ~or
. -5~o;ia a II:: Pl ar ra~to styl_e clashr; The_ ·saniec four-~
'-' --~y-oflld be ashamed'tb play on it. The out-bounds-lines coul<Y eign coufts. L\.,_}t of th~se ,~j, points before falling sho1·t, 78-'ljl, thvc a _ · ~v~r~~el com~~r
combined t!: carr~ off_.the horiors
riot'llt'diStinguished ah~re were no itlass Mtboards ($ollegiat
t- Lexmgton o~-Feb. 23, wh~
Not mu~h hop~as given the e 0~~en s
· pom ~~ in the free style_.;telWY affair:
req
-•Uiiement this year). Yet Marshall college has the gall to invite the UK. Frosh s~amped Xavier, Muskies as they journeyed south ~tame. 1 thone hga~e remds. wi·ll However, the Xavier aquas ·get
•
_
1 seems as oug no recor
.
h
H
·
d t b r · h'
_collegiate teams thedrebe.The erd 1s ~tupphos~ o e to1rus intg a0 wnew 92-40. Five of the Wildkitthile!1s to meet Rupp College. Ho~ever, be ·broken, but the Hirtmen have tMhe1r c anhce at r;venMge. k?11
1
fieldhouse .. They ha
tter step on 1 ; t ey re years o a e n ·
broke into double figures w e Coach Adolph Rupp's Wlldcats h t'l d all th
h. h .
ar. 13 t e sea-going
us 1es
•• • • •• • • •
.
•to wm
.
us
way, w· ic is clash w1•th L ows
. ville 11,gam
._ .a t the
,
, r
• _
•
-, • the best Xavier could offer . was had. to claw fran~1cally
uitee a feat ine itself.
Dvier will be co-host if there IS a Cmcmnat1 tournament this Simms' 19 points and Bunnmg's their 83rd consecutive home court q
Central - Y.M.C.A. The mermen ;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;=;;;;;==;;;;;=;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;::==.
1ear iD the Cinc:innati Garden. lJC will be the other host. There is 10. The Miami Frosh avenged an victory before Xavier bowed out _ G
G. F.G. F.M. T.P. are looking for a big crowd of
still some doDbt as to whether the affair will be held. The situation earlier defeat when they bested 58-53.
Korb
23
63 _ 68
194 supporters. 24 62 63 187 Earlier this month Hartlaub's
! is resting, pending the reply of some of tbe bif outside schools the X yearlings, 59-53, on Feb. 14.
Bili Spivey, Kentucky's colos_- Alston
23 71 37 179 charges splashed out a 44-31 win
' Invited. It might be said here that the tournament, if held, will be leading all the way. Simms was .sal seven-foot sophomore was Hoffer
24 66 36 168 over a team of all stars from the
run strictly by XU, UC and tbe Garden management. There will be high. for the Blue with 16 while "held" to 25 points.
Dean
23 33 33 159 Greater Cincinnati High School
no outside party such as the Cincinnati Invitational Tournament had Hils and Bunning each contribuV Lew Hirt, terminating his Morthorst
22 30 ' 21
81 League at the Friars Club.
Jut year to plan and plot and in tbe end leave a limburger odor ed 10. It was the same story at fourth .season as Xavier's head Kartholl
Store Hours: 10 O'Clock to 5:30 P. M.
a"4H1t the entire doings. •
• •
. •
Dayton on Feb. 12; after the coach, µoint~d to -the University R:~erg
!~ ~~ ~:
Along the tonrnament lme, Xavier lS defmdely out of the second smoke of a !>ee-saw battle down of Cincinnati game on March 9 as C. Y
Haircutting That Satisfies
Every Week-Day
23
9
9
5
annual National Catholic Basketball Tournament to be held this to the wire had cleared, the U.D. a "tough one" but courageously Nixon
,
3
10
· d no mVJ
· ·te novices held a 58-54 d ecmon.
· ·
- give 'em everything McQuade
8
4
Osborne's Barber - Shop
yeu'ln Baltimore around March 18. The Muskies receive
stated, "We'll
·
10 _ 1
8
. Grevey
6
1",.6
, .._.~
__ A v e.
- Bud de and s·irnms were the b'ig we got . . . and more."
so that's that.
.
,., B rew
4
• • • • •
guns for the Little Muskies with
·
Wi~e
0
1
1
Evanston Short jots ... Toledo's basketball coach might do himself and 14 and 12 respectively. .
Smith *
l6 ~O~ 45 253 (Just west of Montromery Rd.)
·
·
·
•·
·
bli
l t·
H.
.
Denotes-Inehg1ble
his school a service by taKing a course m pu c re a ions. lS con-· On Feb. 10 at the f1eldhouse, '---========---'---~=============~
duct at the game was hardly a good example to the many young the Frosh grabbed an early lead
people a coach and teacher is supposed to influence. An occasional and out-pointed Hopper's AllS
IaWOll
reW
loss of temper is forgivable but his conduct was beyond all bounds Stars of Lawrenceburg, Ind., 43of propriety . . . Kentucky's new basketball fieldhouse is going to 24. Huck Budde connected for 15
be a beauty. We took a stroll through it with basketball manager tallies to lead his mates in With the end of the basketball
Marv Burley and we were amazed by the maze of tunnels and scoring.
season. imminent; the Xavier
passages and the countless storage and dressing rooms. The mamNext Thursday the Frosh get sport spotlight will soon shift to
moth building, as big as the Garden, will be ready for next s~ason their big test when they tangle the baseball scene, and already
•.• Incidentally, Kentucky, always a top basketball power, did not with the unbeaten Bearkittens of the battery men are loosening
even have glass ~ackboards in its gym, a collegiate rule this year. u.c. at the Gardens.
up in the fieldhouse. A meeting
Hmmmmm. •.• The Student Council ·is planning a pep rally for -.
was held ·earlier in the week and
sometime before the UC game next Thursday. The student body /
all returning lettermen, members
should see that this rally is the . biggest of tqe season because
from last year's freshmen team,
this game is THE game of the season . . . The day after the Harlem
and any newcomers were invited.
,Globetrotters packed 12,000 persons into the Gard!;!_n for their exhiOr
Ned Wulk, who is in his second
season as baseball pilot, has set
bition, Athletic Director Al Stephan, with empty stands and emptier
cash boxes, commented dryly, "12,000 will turn out for a show but
Mar. 15 as the date for the first
only 2,000 to see a real game (Toledo). What a life!" ... The Lima
Spring is just around the cor- general squad practice.' The
News has published a record book with complete records of all the ner and that indicates Xavier's schedule is nearly complete and
Ohio state high school basketball tournaments in it, including the Spring Sport Special wil be roll- will be released later in the ing into the Evanston Station in month. No freshmen are permitones at Xavier. It can be obtained for two bits.
the not too distant future.
ted to participate in varsity
Golf Coach Ray Baldwin an- competition and the frosh will be
nounces that matches with Miami, called out later and will play
Oxford, Cincinnati, Dayton and their own schedule.
Louisville have been scheduled -----~------
so far. In addition, Baldwin is f.!!!!=The~!!!!:!!D=ruc!!!!:!!!!!!S=tore!!!!!!!!!!e!!losest!!!!!!!!!!to!!!!!~
Feldhaus Chagrined
•
trying to schedule Marshall,
Xavier UDivenitJ
them now. The contest was to Kentucky and Eastern Kentucky.
Over Play-Off Holdup be rescheduled at a meeting of ' As soon as the weather is de- T/ie A.be Baumriq
By Jack Scflroeder
the title co~tenders last Tuesday. cent, Coach Ray intends to sumPharmacy
Already m the tournament are mon his niblickers to their Avon
EVANSTON
A somewhat
chagrined
William and
Elet 2A
and Elet102Bofof League
League TI1'. j
Feldhaus,
Director
of Intramural
Barracks
In Fayetteville, Arkansas, there is
Athletics, is still trying with Barracks 14 and Barracks 11 are · - E E r#l@J#ir=Jr=J@r=Jr#lr=Jr#i =s@@r;.
always a frienclly gathering of
might and main to get the I. M. tied for the fourth spot and the
basketball tourney started: What winner of their game will be the
University of Arkansas students at
is even more exasperating~to second team from League I to
the
Student Union Building. And,
Wee Willie-he is still trying to get in the play-offs.
'~,orget
Cotton
el In _
get the play-off for the play-offs
All sorts of complications have
as in college campus haunts every·
played off,
thrown things off pace in the
where, ice:cold Coca-Cola helps
plaid• or plain
The tremendous value of milk as a natural
Barracks 14 and Barracks 11 of basketball competition. Some
make these gel·lo·gethers som~thing
League I were scheduled to meet weeks ago, a visiting college cage
energy restoring foo~ makes it on essential
in a game at 5: 00 p.m. last Mon- squad was given the Fieldhouse
Tailored by Kaynee, they're top-flight sport
to remember. As a refreshing pause
day to decide whi(!h of them floor for practice,. Last week
shirts
in· every respect! Smart plaids or bright
in
every
student's
diet.
from the study grind, or on a Satur·
would become the fourth team in more problems presented themsolid
colors
that keep their color through countthe championship rounds. How- selves which caused cancellation
day-night date-Coke belongs.
less
tubbings
• , • Sahforized labeled for less
ever, the contest had to be post- of I; M. hoop tilts, and now this
than I';'0 shrinkage so they keep their fit in
pone4 when three of the players past week the Class A high school
Ask for it either way ..• both
were unable to show up.
basketball tourney has tied things
spite of much washing. Sizes 8 to 20-J.99
trade-marks
mean the same tlzing.
Feldhaus said that he would up once again.
2519 Vine Street
not call a forfeit because the boys The IM championship will be
AV. 6480
IOmEo UNDER AUTHORITY Of THE COCA·COlA COMPANY IY
ha-ire come too far and have been decided sometime in the near
TllE COCA-COLA BOrrLING WOBKS COllrlPANY
too faithful up to this point for future, but no one is holding his
@ 1950, Th• Caca·Ccla Company
such drastic action to eliminate breath.
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Easter11 States Cl11l1-- To Spo11sor Sport Night
MoYics, Games Feature'
S
I H II Aff . l\'I
J!; Iing and
. . out ' a
atl' l ar. .., I ing.

By Al Moser
A story came to my attention recently of a mun who was born
to a Catholic family, and raised a Catholic, but who had left the
Church and stayed away for 10 years because of an abuse he had
noted in a Parish church. The story came to my mind again when I
heard of a remark which came from a patro11 of a downtown movie
last week. The remark was to the effect that the Red Cross girl portrayed in the movie-"Chain Lightning"-was a person of rather low
morals, and that this same statement might be made of all the Red
Cross girls; and because of this fact, the patron wasn't going to contribute to that so-and-so outfit any longer.
Well, this is to go on record as saying that the aforementioned
patron is nuts. Nobody is crazy enough to say that every Red Cross
girl in the recent war was an angel any more than they'd try to
prove that every soldier or officer was constantly in the state of
grace. And it's just as absurd to state that the exact opposite is true.
An organization is made up of people, and people have frailties. The
Reel Cross is made up of some exceptionally fine people and among
them were quite a few wonderful Clubmobile girls and service club
hostesses with whom it was a pleasant and stimulating experience
to munch a doughnut or two.
If this sounds to you like a plug
for the A. R. C. you could very ness and professional men, an
well be right. March is Red Cross excellent opportunity to realize
month, and though \ve may not be our responsibilities to established
able to afford a contribution this ch a r it ab 1 e organizations, and
year, the occasion offers us, as through them to our fellow citicollege students and future busi- zens.

experience at this meet- Louisiana."
At tl1e bu sm
· e ss mee t·mg o f
The Eastern States Club will
Although the affair is being L'Equipe, which name signifies
hold a sport night in South Hall staged mainly for the benefit of a team or unified group working
on Wednesday, Mar. 15 at 7: 30 the members and their wives and together, it was decided to plan
p.m. This will include canasta, dates, any others who wish to another off-campus dinner such
shuffleboard and other indoor attend will be welcome.
as the club held earlier in the,
games as well as television after
month at the Cincinnati Art
the movies of the Salad Bowl French, Spanish Clubs Museum when officers were
game. There will be no admisHold Joint JUoyie :Meet e l ected. Those chosen to head the
sion.
group were Frank De Cecco,
Discussions will also be held
The newly formed French President; Jim Kiley, Viceon possible obtaining of jobs after club, L'Equipe, and Los Cab- President; Jim Glenn, Secretary;
graduation from Xavier Alumni 1 alleros de Javier held a joint and Jack Cade, Treasurer.
in the Eastern States. Replies are meeting last Wednesday, Feb.
Los Caballeros are also conbeing received daily from many 22 at 7: 30 p.m. in South Hall.
of the members who have been
The Spaniards led off the meet- sidering an informal off-campus
contacted through the Public Re- ing with movies on Spain and dinner for their next meeting.
lations Department and club Mexico and the Frenchmen folThe group was formed to promembers will be acquainted with\ lowed with a film brought es- mote interest among students in
offers appropriate to their train- pecially from New York, "In Old Spanish culture.

* * * "' *

And here's Moser leading the applause for the Clef Club's
nation-wide broadcast a couple of Sundays ago. The program was
varied and entertaining, and the club was certainly a notable ad for
our school and for us. A tip of the lid also to WCPO who fed the
program to Mutual. The only sour note in the whole set-up was the
recording. I don't know whether it was due to the acoustics at the
studio or poor recording technique, but the record sounded mushy.
I also believe that on a broadcast at least, an organ would be much
more effective for accompaniment than a piano.
Nice going, boys!
Don Steltenkamp sounded better

* *

~

The "Xavier Presents" television show has come up with
some mighty fine talent in Tom
Tully and a young singer from
Roger Bacon named Don Stephens. Some of Tully's material is
rather well-worn, but is surprisingly and pleasantly refreshed by
his easy manner and pleasant delivery. Stephens has just the kind
of voice that I like, and it seems
to be well trained. Maybe competition is a good thing, because

Me1•111aid Tavern
Digit Days
CASTOR
Mar. 6-Aquinas Highday
Mar. 13-St. Patrick Highday
Mar. 20-Cynthia Revels
Apr. 3-All Fools llighclay
Apr. 10-Easter Highday (All-P)
Apr. 17-Host's Highday
Apr. 24-St. George Dragon
May 1-May Day Tavern
May 8-Eyas Highday _
June 6-Sores Highday (All-P)
Summer Highdays (All-P)
(All Highdays, except Christ- 1
mas, on Mondilys)
)

last Saturday than he has in a
long time. One of the best acts
on the show is the Sullivan-Ort
combination on piano and organ.
This is made visually enjoyable
by WCPO's terrific camera technique. And a sure-fire television
act is the Nieman Twins' dance
specialties.
I hope that television set in
the Pioneer Room is turned to
Channel 7 every Saturday at 2.

SW A Y'S
WHERE A MEAL IS A
PLEASURE TO TREASURE
Luscious eats served as
you like it.
Daily from 11 a.m. to 8 :30 p.m.
Open Saturday evenings
till 2:30 a.m.
Cincinnati's Glamour Spot

SWAY'S
RESTAURANT AND
COCKTAIL LOUNGE
3911 Reading Road
One-half Block South of
Paddock Road
Plem~y of Parking Space, FREE

WITH SMOKERS WHO KNOJJ7 • • • IT'S

For
GOOD TASTE
GOOD HEALTH

ICE CREAM and MILK
An Independent Since 1842

l'es, Cnmds <lrt! SO MILD llwl in a coast-to.coast test
of hundreds of men and women who smoked Camelsand ~>n~y Camels- for 30 consecutive days, noted throat
specrnl1sts, making weekly examinations, reported
........,,_._"··-·_·;~·-=<J

NOT ONE SINGLE CASE OF THR0..4T
IRRITATION

dHe

to smoking C..4MELS1
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BUSINESS IS SHAKY BUT STEADY'~~~
IN DEEP SEISMOLOGICAL VAULT
Rev. Victor Stechschulte, S.J. Keeps His Finger
On Pulse Of Mother Earth Through Mechanical Maze

w;:ive, t\\'ists the earth particles
as it travels at about three miles
By Walter Vt•ster
per SCl'und. The further the quake
As director of the Xavier University Seismological ob- occurs from the seismological observation station the longer will
servatory of the Jesuit Seismological Association, the Rev. be the interval between the arVictor C. Stechschulte, S.J., quietly pilots the world's earth- rival of the two waves.

quakes into a small basement vault in the bottom floor of the
library building.
.
.
I .

Severe Quake
In the darkness of this seismo-, signature and leave its address.
The exact distance nf the quake
graphic vault which lies directly I Fr. Stcchschulte explains that can thus be calculated by the
beneath the marbled first floor' the location of any quake can be careful measurement of the disof the building there is a cease-: estimated by the recording of two lance between the two quivers
. rcordecl on the seismograph.
A good case in point would
be the rather severe quake of the
coast of Santo Domingo which
set Fr. Stechschulte's instruments
into motion a few years ago. The
\'ibrations set off by the quake
traveled in the characteristic
double set of waves coursing
through the earth's crust at different speeds. Down in the vault
1 here at Xavier, a slender spiral
\of light directed toward a small
mirror was reflected into a recording drum covered with photo-sensitive p<1pcr.

I

Photo Dcvclopccl

Walter Vester (I.) learns about earthquakes from Rev. Victor
C. Stechschulte, S.J., (r.), Director of the Xavier observatory.
Jess, precise mechanical activity
being carried on by an uncanny
and sensitive apparatus known
as a seismograph. This machine,
in simple language, is an instrument .which provides all the necessary equipment which enables
an earthquake as far away as
India or China to write its own

This tiny, rectangular mirror
is attached to a tortion pendulum supported by a tungsten filament and receives the nervous
vibrations of the earth by means
of electrical impulses. The drum,
rotating once every half hour,
thus recorded the signature of the
earthquake. ·
After the photographic recording sheet was developed, the data

Boosters To Play Discussion Citib
A.t Lunken Air ort To Del.rntc _Public Fmu~s

·

P

The D1scuss10n Club held its
The Booster Club of the Eve- first meeting of the second semning Division will sponsor a ester last Monday. "AppropriaPlay-Day, Sunday Mar. 5, from tion of Public Funds to Public
5 to 11 p.m. at Lunken Airport, Schools versus Private Schools"
Playhouse for members of the I was discussed. Rev. Victor B.
Booster Club and their friends. Nieportc, S.J., dean of the BveThere wili be entertainment: ning Division, is the moderator
miniature golf, table tennis, shuf- of the group.
fleboard,
archery, badminton,
The Club meets every two
dancing, plus lunch and refresh- weeks on Monday evening at
men ts. .
. .
s:30 p.m._, at the D~\~n~own. ColPat Fisher is 111 charge of the 1 lege. Nat10nal and iehg10us issues
affair.
are open for debate. All students
arc invited to join.
--------was wired to St. Louis university,
the center of Jesuit seismological
EVE. COLLEGE PEEK
activities. This and other data
'l'hursclay,
!\far. 2-Wcdnesclay,
from observatories spread all over
Mar.
8-R
o s a r y Recitation,
the country was then sent to
I?ront Library G:30 p.m.
Science Service in Washington
which, in turn, relayed the se- Sunday, Mar. 5-Boostcr's Club
Indoor Play Day, Lunken Airlected scientific notes to the US
llOrt Playficld House, 5 to 11
Coast and Geodedic Survey.
p.m.
In August, 1931 Fr. Stechschulte l\fonday, l\lar. G-Bowling Club,
who had just taken his doctorate
Evanston Campus Alleys, 8:30
in Seismology at the University
.
.
. t cl D'
p.m.
iof Cahforma, was. appom e
cc1nesc1ay, l\lar. 8-Xavier unirector of the Xavier Observatory! vcrsitv Forum 'l'aft Auclitori·
and has remained in charge up '
'
.
.
S
um, 8 :30 p.m.
to the present. The Xavier ta-:
tion came into being in 1927 and
EC Parking Banned
is one of the twelve most active
The Cincinnati Fire Department
centers of the chain of seismological stations operated by the Jesu- has forbidden all parking in the
Evening College school yard.
it order.

sets of waves which the quake
sets in motion. The first wave,
which is the faster of the two, is
known as a pressure wave and
it compresses or pushes the earth
particles ahead of itself at the
approximate speed of five miles
per second.
The second, known as the shear

I

,,,

1

'
1

==============

STORE HOURS: Monday, 12:30 to 9:00
Tuesday thru Saturday, 9 :30 to 5 :45

for men ... imported
exclusively for Shillito's !

ENGLISH MADE SHOES

10.95
Superbly made English imports
in genuine Martin's Scotch grain and
smooth calf leathers. Every pair
carries the famed Martin leather
label ... every pair fully leather
lined, with sturdy aU.·leather
soles and heels. For long, comfortable
wear, try a pair of these sturdy
English-made shoes at only 10.95.

Shillito's MEN'S SHOES, Balcony,
Seventh Street Side

'
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Dial Has Lead 111 New Thespian
Group's Initial 011ting In April
Xavier Has Four Places
In Cast Of 'King Is Deacl'
Two Xavier lay faculty members and a like number of students have secured leading and
supporting roles in the Bellarmine Player's initial production
"The King Is Dead."
Victor L. Dial, instructor in
speech and director of the
Masque Society, will portray the
leading role of Richard III. Philip
Scharper, instructor in English,
will portray Cardinal Bourchier.
James Glenn, sophomore, and
Dermot Grice, junior, will portray Lord Strange and Sir William respectively. Glenn has appeared as LaBret in "Cyrano de
Bergerac," during the Masque
Society's recent evening of one
act production. Grice has had
several leading roles in the
undergrad productions. They inelude John Knox in "Mary of
Scotland," the village priest in
"Song of Bernadette," and Mr.
McC::om~er in "Ah Wilderness."
. D1rectmg ~he play .ai:d portraymg the leadmg femmme character will be Mrs. Sally Scharper
as Lady Joan. Others in the cast

Vet Hospital Asks
Red-Blooded Lads
For Needed' Help
The Fort Thomas Veterans
Hospital, Fort Thomas, Kentucky,
has appealed to Xavier students
and citizens of the Cincinnati
areas for blood to keep its Blood
Bank functioning.
Mrs. Jeanette Foster, hospital
chairman, has announced that
anyone between the ages of 18
and 65 will be an acceptable
donor. However those from 18 to
21 must have parents' permission,
the hospital announced.
Anyone wishing to give blood
should report to the Pavillion
Center, General Hospital, between the hours of 9 a.m. and
9 p.m. on any day except Sunday.
No one who has given blood in
the last eight weeks, however, will
be accepted. The hospital has
said also that .anyone who has
had malaria, jaundice, or any
chronic disease such as tuberculosis or asthma will not be accepted. Those suffering from any
allergy will also be considered
ineligible.

-------._,,.."""""=...,..

Senior
Convoeation
All seniors are urged to attend a Convocation Wednesday,
Mar. 8, at 1:30 p.m. in Room 47.
The operations and methods of
the newly organized student
guidance and placement center
will be explained to them. The
Rev. J. Peter Buschmann, S.J.,
assistant dean, is in ·charge of
the meeting.

Stern·Wbeeler To
Carry Students On
Moonligbt Revelry

Victor L. Dial
include: Robert McGraw as King
Henry; Glenn Shilling as Lord
Devon; Helen Mary Elias as Lady
Stanley; Mary Jane Schimanski
as Lady Elizabeth; and William
Geoghegan and Arnold D'Ambrosio as Bates and Matchem.
The p 1 a y will run for five
nights, Apr. 12 to 16, in South
Hall.

Plans are already underway in
Student Council for the unique
social event of the year. Council
will participate with other Catholic organizations in sponsoring
a moonlight river-boat cruise.
The Steamer Avalon, which has
a capacity of over 1400 passengers
is chartered for the evening. The
Avalon is of the paddle-wheel
type which should add to the
atmosphere. There will be a
popular band aboard to provide
romantic dance music, and of
course refreshments will be
available. The affair will be stag
or dates. The date has been set
for Tuesday, May 2.

.Xavier Alumni
Cl11b To Start
In Windy City

Sunimer Courses ·
UNIVERSITY of MADRID

Study and Travel
A RARE opportunity to enjoy memorable experiences in
learning ii_nd living! For students, teachers, others yet to
discover fascinating, historical
At the recent meeting of the Spain. Courses include SpanChicago Club held last week, ish language, art and culture.
Ed Cross, vice-president of the . Interesting recreational progroup, explained the program gram included.
For details, write now to
now underway in Chicago which
Spanish Student Tours
calls for the formation of an
alumni organization in the Windy 500 Fifth Ave., N. Y. 18, N. Y.
City. A further report on the proceedings will be given at the PLEASE PATRONIZE
coming meeting, Monday, Mar.
OUR ADVERTISERS
6, in room 10 at 8:·15 p.m.
This alumni organization, un- ~11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111~

der
direction
Bill Costello,
'49, the
hopes
to be of
functioning
by
June in order to aid the graduates in securing a position in
Chicago. Cross stressed the importance of "contacts" that could
be secured through the alumni
group ·and stated that both club s
would work hand in hand for the
well-being of the atudent.
Tentative plans are now underway to hold a joint get-together
in Chicago early in June, at
which time the undergrads will
have an opportunity to meet
their alumni brothers.
Working as co-chairmen for
this affair are John Wahl, president of the Chicago Club and
Bill Costello.
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CONRAD FOCHT, Sr.,
Proprietor

"You know, thousands of words are being
written every day. When it comes to
Chesterfields, the words that I like best
are short and simple .•• they're MILDER
and THEY SAT lSFY."

~~-~?'"STARRING IN

"OH, DOCTOR"
A 20th CENTURY·FOX
PRODUCTION

STUDENTS MUST HAVE
PERMITS TO PARK

A
1

i

1

.

I

I

FINE ARTS BUILDING
SYRACUSE UNIV.

'Raincoats
Umbrellas
Rubbers
Galoshes·

HESTERFl ELD

for men, women
and children.

Copyrighr 19)0, IJGGm II< Mm,o_To1Acco CD.
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lamous Syracuse Alumnus, says:

Pa r k i n g permit stickers,
which must be placed on all
students' cars parked on the
University driveway or in the
parking lot, can be obtained at
the Book Store.
Students who park their cars
(minus the stickers) in those
areas or who park them in the
restricted areas on the driveway, will be fined.

5-
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5 118 East Sixth Street E
5
5
§
Cincinnati, Ohio
E

WILLIAM LUNDIGAN
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